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Spirit Dancers

Name:  Spirit Dancers

Type:  Initiatory

Members:  7+d3

Limitations:  Those who use spirits (in any form).

Strictures:  Fraternity.  Summoning allies in initiation.  Oath.  Moral Obligation.  Custom:  Snake 
Totem strictures.

	(Snake Totem strictures:  obsessed with learning secrets, wise healer, dwelling in many 
places, adaptable and confusing.  Wise counselor, exacts a price for advice (in karma, to elementals 
and spirits bound or used by shaman).)

Special Stricture:  at each initiation, the initiate must summon a spirit ally (of points at least equal 
to the karma paid for the initiation).  Note that this counts as an ordeal only once, the rest of the 
times the ally is an initiation ally, but other ordeals must be used (if at all) to reduce the karma cost 
of the initiation.

Resources:  Squatter
            Group center in old desert Snake Totem site.
            Fraternity stricture, with Snake limits.

Customs/history:  A mage stumbled on an old snake spirit drawing site in the southern Ute desert.  
She made contact with the energies there, brought back some shaman and the Spirit Dancers contact 
was born.

	The mage was Shadows Failure.

	The two shamen were Fire Dancing and Covert Faces, two snake shaman.  Fire Dancing has 
a Ute Tribal Chief as a contact, Covert Faces is now a lawyer/fixer.

	A member of this group is the semi-patron, semi-sponser of Fire Falling a physical initiate 
group.  Hermetic Mages of Spirit Dancers have access to Fire Falling's special spirit ally template 
(if they want it) as well as a special shaman spirit ally designed as an initiation ally for Spirit 
Dancers.  Both follow:

Sword Shape Physical Manifestation (Str+Force)M2
Force 2, Sorcery 6, Spirit of Man
Spells:  Analyze Truth (Force 2), Detect Enemies (Force 2) (extended range), Detect Life  (Force 2)
Spell Lock Analyze Truth (force 2)
Spell Lock Detect Enemies (force 2)
Spell Lock Detect Life (force 2)
	When not physically manifest appears snakelike.

Razor Spurs Physical Manifestation (Str+Force)M2
Force 2, Sorcery 6, Fire Elemental
Sense Link, 
Spells:  Armor 1, Physical Mask 1, Stabilize 1, Slay HMHVV, +3 Intelligence 1, +4 Quickness 1, 
+4 Reaction 1, +4 Strength 1, +4 Willpower 1, +6 PCS 1
	Physically manifests as external cyberlike spurs; when not physically manifest, looks like a 
vaguely crablike lacing over the arms and torso of the initiate. 
	Both spirit allies have no free-moving physical form (i.e. they cannot fight on their own).  
The spells are usually cast only once.  The shamanistic version requires almost 150K¥ of materials 
for summoning in addition to the time, etc.  The hermetic template is designed for no materials cost 
but the summoner must know sorcery 6 (i.e. have 6 points in a skill they will not likely have any 
other use for as a physical initiate).

	The templates were designed by Fire Dancing.

	Those who use the template are expected to give some aid  to members (all of whom are 
physical initiates) of Fire Falling (usually ritual aid in sorcery with their ally to allow spell locks or 
quickened spells).

	The group's sole other resource is access to a spirit drawing site in the Ute desert, far away 
from anywhere else.  This site makes it easier to find and bond an ally and draws free-willed Snake 
spirits to it.  Outside of the two groups above, no person who is not a shaman of Snake can safely 
tread the ground of this site.

	Note, this site also has old writing (protoMayan) with dire warnings and prophecies.  (Hidden 
in the warnings is a method for causing great natural calamity immediately after magic returns.  One 
forms a magical ritual group.  One then attempts to summon the great land spirits.  Failure occurs 
{of course} but . . . the spirits are awakened after a long sleep.  They usual wreck great havoc before 
they settle down.  Imagine a wild creature brusquely awoken.)

